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Element K: Reflection on the design project
This entry would be likely to receive a score of 2, based on the EDPPSR.
The entry provides a project narrative that recounts the basis for the formulation by the project designers of
the problem they wished to address, and then follows with an account of key steps in the project. While the entry
is a clear and somewhat developed narrative, it lacks detail about “lessons learned”—and those should be at the
heart of any reflection. One engineering expert who recently reviewed this entry commented, “it seems like an
executive summary.” This entry cannot be regarded as particularly “insightful” since there is little included in it to
convey value judgments about steps in the project. Furthermore, information that would be useful to others
attempting the same or similar project is not set forth explicitly for that purpose, but must be extracted by those
reading the entry.
The distinctions between narrative and reflection may not yet be widely understood—either by students or
teachers. A narrative is an account of a series of events or actions (steps in a process)—basically, a description of
what happened. It typically includes detail about who, what, when, where, and how. A reflection, on the other
hand, focuses primarily on what was learned as a result of an experience or activity—in this case, as a result of the
conduct of a design project. Typically, in STEM-related contexts, reflection involves identifying and examining
misconceptions and documenting changes in understanding

Engineering Design Process Portfolio Scoring Rubric
Component and Element Titles
Component I: Presenting and Justifying a Problem and Solution Requirements
 Element A: Presentation and justification of the problem
 Element B. Documentation and analysis of prior solution attempts
 Element C. Presentation and justification of solution design requirements
Component II: Generating and Defending an Original Solution

Element D: Design concept generation, analysis, and selection

Element E: Application of STEM principles and practices

Element F: Consideration of design viability
Component III: Constructing and Testing a Prototype

Element G: Construction of a testable prototype

Element H: Prototype testing and data collection plan

Element I: Testing, data collection and analysis
Component IV: Evaluation, Reflection, and Recommendations

Element J: Documentation of external evaluation

Element K: Reflection on the design project

Element L: Presentation of designer’s recommendations
Component V: Documenting and Presenting the Project

Element M: Presentation of the project portfolio

Element N: Writing like an Engineer
Please Note: Elements M and N require no submission from the portfolio author(s) and are intended to be scored based on the portfolio work as a
whole from what has been submitted from Elements A through L
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Element K: Reflection on the design project

5 The project designer provides a consistently clear, insightful, and comprehensive reflection on,
and value judgment of, each major step in the project; the reflection includes a substantive
summary of lessons learned that would be clearly useful to others attempting the same or similar
project.

4 The project designer provides a clear, insightful and well-developed reflection on, and value
judgment of, each major step in the project; the reflection includes a summary of lessons learned
that would be clearly useful to others attempting the same or similar project.

3 The project designer provides a generally clear and insightful, adequately-developed reflection
on, and value judgment of, major steps in the project, although one or two steps may be
addressed in a more cursory manner; the reflection includes a summary of lessons learned, at
least most of which would be useful to others attempting the same or similar project.

2 The project designer provides a generally clear, at least somewhat insightful, and partially
developed reflection on, and value judgment of, most if not all of the major steps in the project;
the reflection includes some lessons learned which would be useful to others attempting the
same or similar project.

1 The project designer provides a reflection on, and value judgment of, at least some of the
major steps in the project, although the reflection may be partial, overly-general and/or
superficial; the reflection includes a few lessons learned of which at least one would be useful to
others attempting the same or similar project.

0 The project designer attempts a reflection on, and value judgment of, at least one or two of the
major steps in the project, although the reflection may be minimal, unclear, and/or extremely
superficial; any lessons learned are unclear and/or of no likely use to others attempting the same
or similar project; OR there is no evidence of a reflection and/or lessons learned.

Reflective Questions for Element K;
- If I/we were going to do this project over, what should be done differently during the design
process to improve the project and how would those recommendations make the project better
overall?
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